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Deepwatch 
Managed 
Security 
Solutions for 
Healthcare

Trusted Security for healthcare 
organizations of any size
Built on Deepwatch’s SecOps platform, Deepwatch 
Managed Security Services deliver end-to-end 
intelligent threat monitoring, advanced detection, 
and active response with expert guidance to support 
availability of clinical operations and to prevent 
disruption to patient care.

Managed Detection & Response (MDR)
Manage security risks across the organization with 
expert-guided security operations for early detection and 
automated response to help protect patients and prevent 
costs from expensive ransomware attacks.

Endpoint Detection & Response (EDR)
An expanding attack surface brought on by remote work 
and telehealth initiatives  causes more endpoints than 
healthcare security teams can manage. Get unified 
visibility, endpoint detection, and remediation with best-
in-class EDR technologies that integrate seamlessly with 
one security platform. 

Vulnerability Management (VM)
Attain comprehensive visibility and risk-based 
vulnerability prioritization to minimize ransomware 
exploitation and ePHI data breaches. 

Firewall Management (FW)  
Healthcare has the highest risk from insider threats among 
all industries. Keep unauthorized users from accessing 
specific datasets. Gain rapid response to network and 
perimeter threats, continuous tuning and policy updates for 
firewalls, and strategic guidance by security experts. 

Proven Cybersecurity Services for today’s 
Healthcare Delivery Organizations (HDOs)
Deepwatch Managed Security Solutions helps secure 
healthcare organizations by finding and mitigating cyber-
attacks that threaten operations, patient care and patient 
data. Deepwatch leverages its SecOps platform backed 
by a world-class team of security experts who monitor, 
detect, and respond to threats 24/7/365. Deepwatch 
extends healthcare security teams and proactively improves 
cybersecurity posture via its Squad Delivery and Deepwatch 
Secure Score improvements. Many of the world’s leading 
brands rely on Deepwatch’s managed security services for 
24/7/365 protection and defense against today’s increasing 
security risks.

http://deepwatch.com


Established Standards for Compliance
Trust and security are at the foundation of Deepwatch’s mission 
to protect and defend healthcare organizations, users, and 
patient data. With Deepwatch security services, your third-party 
compliance, privacy, and reliability is paramount. Deepwatch 
has met established standards, like the SOC 2 Type 2, and 
is compliant with many regulations, including PCI-DSS and 
HIPAA. Our services are delivered with security and trust as 
priorities in order to meet the requirements of our customers.

Why Partner with Deepwatch for Healthcare Managed Security?
Experienced in serving the healthcare industry, Deepwatch protects against disruption to patient care; 
protects sensitive ePHI patient data from ransomware; and clearly shows maturity and ROI to clinical 
boards for funding requests. 

Deepwatch’s U.S.-based Squad model leverages global threat intelligence along with organic threat 
intelligence from Deepwatch labs and threat hunting for accelerated threat detection and coordinated 
incident response. By integrating with best-in-class Managed Detection and Response, Endpoint 
Detection and Response, Vulnerability Management and Firewall solutions, Deepwatch’s Security 
Operations platform can enable active response to contain and remediate the threats. 

Deepwatch customers have experienced greater than 430% ROI on their investment with over 
98% reduction in false positives enabling them to focus on strategic initiatives. Working closely with 
Deepwatch squads and relying on experts who know their environment 24/7/365, customers have been 
able to improve their security maturity by more than 40% YoY.

“Deepwatch was the 
only MSSP that had the 
right mix of capabilities 
and flexibility for  
Premise Health.”

Jim Hofstee, AVP Security 
Assurance & Operations, 
Premise Health

 ABOUT DEEPWATCH 
Deepwatch delivers data-driven managed security services while 
extending customers’ cybersecurity teams and proactively advancing 
their SecOps maturity. Powered by our innovative cloud-native 
platform, Deepwatch is trusted by leading global organizations to 
provide 24/7/365 managed security services.

CONTACT US 
sales@deepwatch.com 
7800 E Union Ave, Suite 900  
Denver, CO 80237 
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